Horizontal branch (HB) morphology is a complex multiple-parameter problem. Besides the metallicity, two other leading parameters have been identified to be the mass loss rate (MLR) and the initial helium abundance of the HB progenitors. Using the STAREV stellar evolution code, we produce a wide array of Extreme Horizontal Branch (EHB) stars and also examine their post-HB evolution. EHB stars are produced in our calculations by the so called 'delayed (late) hot core flash' scenario. The MLR is increased on the red giant branch (RGB) to the extent that, prior to reaching core flash conditions, only a very thin hydrogen-rich envelope remains and helium ignition takes place at hotter positions on the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram (HRD). We perform an extensive, self-consistent parameter study, covering populations I and II (Z = 0.0001 − 0.03), for both normal initial helium abundances and He-enriched models (up to Y = 0.40). For completeness of the study and in order to point to complete trends, we chose not to cut out several combinations (or results of) that may extend beyond realistic limits. We present results and complete evolutionary tracks for the covered parameter space, showing in particular that: a) Increased He abundance on its own -without having a significant-enough MLR on the RGB -does not lead to the production of EHB stars; however, b) The bluest (hottest) HB positions do result from the combined effect of He-enhancement and increased MLR; c) The general trend is that the effective temperature on the HB increases with decreasing metallicity, but there is an indication for a halt, or even a reversal of this trend, as Z further decreases below 10 −3 ; d) EHB stars can serve as major contributors to the UV flux emanating from their host system. Thus, the present comprehensive study both complements and lends support to previous, more restricted studies of the HB phase, and adds results for unexplored regions of the parameter space.
INTRODUCTION
Globular clusters (GCs) are recognized as the oldest star clusters in the Milky Way, with ages in excess of 10 Gyr. The concentration of blue (and presumably young) main-sequence-like stars, also known as Blue Straggler Stars (BSS), in the cores of GCs was first discovered by Paresce et al. (1991) . These objects were initially thought to be due to stellar collisions and mergers, but additional processes have been proposed and investigated in recent years, especially mass-transfer in interacting binaries ; Leigh et al. (2013) ; Gosnell et al. (2014) ). It is now clear that most BSS form via mass transfer in close binaries.
The presence of extremely blue stars in GCs was first noted almost a century earlier by Barnard (1900) and by Shapley (1915) . Shapley also pointed out that the stars in M3 became bluer as they became fainter, in contrast to field dwarfs (i.e. main sequence (MS) stars). Using Shapley's data, ten Bruggencate (1927) plotted the first colour-magnitude diagrams (CMDs). He confirmed Shapley's finding of red giant branches (RGB) that became bluer as they became fainter. But he also discovered a horizontal branch of stars that separated from the cluster RGBs and that extended to very blue colours. It is these stars, also observed by Greenstein (1939) and by Arp (1955) , that we refer to as the extreme (or extended) horizontal branch (EHB) stars. Hoyle & Schwarzschild (1955) realized that EHB stars must be core helium-burning, post red giant stars. An excellent review of EHB stars was given by Moehler (2001) ; and a most extensive work reviewing both the theoretical and observational aspects of HB morphology was carried out by Catelan (2009) . Recently, a detailed theoretical and observational analysis aimed at setting the framework for the determination of HB temperature distributions has been described in Lagioia et al. (2015) .
The pioneering observations by Arp (1955) showed that the morphologies of horizontal branches in GC CMDs are not smooth, continuous or uniform; and that they vary much more than any other feature of cluster CMDs. In Arp's words, "The resulting colour-magnitude diagrams show that the form or population of the blue horizontal sequence differ most from cluster to cluster".
Over the next fifteen years, three explanations for EHB stars emerged. Sandage & Wallerstein (1960) were the first to point out a correlation between HB morphology and metallicity: metal-poor clusters have bluer horizontal branches. Faulkner (1966) demonstrated that a high helium-shell abundance (Y = 0.35) could also account for the observed EHB morphologies. The modern interpretation of the horizontal branch emerged with the seminal paper of Iben & Rood (1970) . They found that a helium abundance of Y ∼ 0.29 ± 0.05 best described cluster stars if Z = 10 −3 − 10 −4 . For these compositions, model tracks during core helium burning were all found to be short compared with the colour width of observed horizontal branches. Thus they concluded that there might be a spread in stellar mass along the horizontal branch, of the order of 0.1 − 0.2 M .
The message of a variable envelope mass along the EHB, and the likely evolutionary phase for this to happen were pointed out by Rood (1973) , who noted that a HB "...made up of stars with the same core mass and slightly varying total mass, produces theoretical CMDs very similar to those observed... A mass loss of perhaps 0.2 M , with a random dispersion of several hundredths of a solar mass is required somewhere along the giant branch". This conclusion is unchanged even when the effects of semi-convection are included in stellar evolution calculations (Sweigart (1987) ). The most extreme (i.e. bluest) of EHB stars are likely to have very low-mass envelopes ( 0.02 M ) (Caloi (1972) ). Such objects can evolve directly towards the WD sequence rather than follow through and ascend the asymptotic giant branch (AGB).
To clarify, in accordance with the current canonical definition, we refer to EHB stars as those having blackbody temperatures in excess of approx. 20, 000 K, which are distinguished by their lack of an active hydrogenburning shell due to their small envelope masses. The term blue HB (BHB) is commonly used to refer to stars that reside on the HRD between the RR-Lyrae instability strip and up to T ef f ≈ 20, 000 K. Code & Welch (1979) and de Boer (1982) discovered that the energy distributions of elliptical galaxies present significant ultraviolet (UV) excesses over those expected from old stellar populations. These authors also noted that blue HB stars' energy distributions were very similar to those of elliptical galaxies. Understanding EHB stars thus became important for the study of galaxies at all redshifts. Indeed, both observational and theoretical investigations of the last two decades have shown that low-mass, small-envelope, evolved helium-burning stars in the EHB and subsequent evolutionary phases may be major contributors to the ultraviolet upturn phenomenon ('UVX') as identified in old stellar populations, mainly early-type -elliptical-galaxies (Greggio & Renzini (1990) ; Brown et al. (2000 Brown et al. ( , 2008 ).
The unexpected discovery of EHB stars in the cores of metal-rich bulge GCs (Rich et al. (1997) ) "...demonstrates directly for the first time that a major population of hot HB stars can exist in old, metal-rich systems". Rich et al. (1997) also noted that "the high central densities in NGC 6388 and 6441 suggest that the existence of the blue HB (BHB) tails might be caused by stellar interactions in the dense cores of these clusters, which we calculate to have two of the highest collision rates among GCs in the Galaxy. Tidal collisions might act in various ways to enhance loss of envelope mass and therefore populate the blue side of the HB." The possibility that planets help strip some of the atmospheres of red giants has been noted by Bear & Soker (2011) . The initial velocities of rotation of the progenitors of red giant stars might also cause different rates of mass loss on the red giant branch, as noted in Geier et al. (2010 Geier et al. ( , 2013 Di Criscienzo et al. (2015) . Recently, Schindler et al. (2015) modeled sdB stars using the MESA code (Paxton et al. (2011 (Paxton et al. ( , 2013 ), with emphasis on a more detailed treatment of properties that affect the internal structure (like the extent of the convective core) for comparison with measured asteroseismology data.
In summary, it seems almost certain that there is more than one effect at work in producing EHB stars in globular clusters, and that different effects may be active to different degrees in different cluster environments. Thus, an extensive, systematic parameter study is indicated, to probe the limits of properties that may be obtained by the combined effect of several factors. This is the aim of the present paper, which may be viewed as an extension of the 'delayed core He flash' scenario proposed by Castellani & Castellani (1993) and thoroughly investigated by e.g., Dorman et al. (1993 Dorman et al. ( , 1995 ; D'Cruz et al. (1996) ; Brown et al. (2001) , among others. The added value of the current investigation is the fast and continuous calculation of evolutionary tracks through all phases, using the code developed by Kovetz et al. (2009) , hereafter Paper 1, which yields both self-consistent results, and enables the calculation of the largest and most complete set of EHB evolutionary tracks obtained to date. For example, we do not need to stop during, say, core He flash, and recommence calculations with an assumed zero-age HB (ZAHB) configuration, consisting of an assumed (however reasonable) core mass. All calculations and evolutionary tracks presented here were obtained by continuous evolution from a pre-MS configuration, with no skips or shortcuts.
We stress that within the scope of this comprehensive parameter study we did not have a specific GC in mind, nor did we try to simulate specific GC configurations. We did not intend to include in this parameter-space study only those exact combinations of parameters (mass, composition) that produce specific measured GC ages. For completeness of the study we chose not to cut out some combinations (or results of ) that extend beyond realistic limits (e.g. helium abundance below the conventional primordial value, or obtained ages at HB surpassing the age of the Universe), and this is mainly in order to show and point to the complete trends.
In the following section we briefly mention some of the features of the evolution code, referring to Paper 1 for a more detailed description. In §3 we present the results of numerical calculations for the more common metallicity values representing populations I & II (Z = 0.001 to 0.02), followed in §4 by results obtained for an expanded metallicity range to extreme high and low values, stretching the parameter space to its limits. A brief comparison with observationally-deduced atmospheric parameters of 'hot subdwarfs' -blue HB stars and their UV-bright progeny -is illustrated in §5. A discussion and some concluding remarks are presented in §6.
THE EVOLUTION CODE
As mentioned, over the last two decades sophisticated stellar evolution codes have been used for investigating HB stars and identifying the factors that lead to the hot HB stars that are likely connected to the UVX phe-nomenon (see extensive review by O'Connell (1999) ) and to the blue HB tails and 'blue hook' stars observed in CMDs of GCs.
The majority of the codes are not suited for a very extensive parameter study, and indeed, model calculations have been limited to some part of the parameter space. Since evolution codes differ in many details, assumptions and parameters, comparing or combining the results of different studies into one picture is difficult. Moreover, many (not all) of the evolution codes used for these studies were not capable of following all evolutionary stages in a continuous manner; in particular, they do not continue through the core He flash, but rather stop at the tip of the RGB, or wherever the runaway ignition of helium takes place, and resume with a ZAHB model, with an assumed value for the mass of the H-depleted core. There are usually also difficulties in following through the post-HB stages and down the cooling WD track.
This prompted us to use our evolution code, presented in detail in Paper 1, which has the capability of running continuously through all evolutionary phases-notwithstanding their widely varying timescales and behaviour-without any need for interruption, skips, or intervention. For the low to intermediate-mass stars, this means following the evolution from a pre-MS initial model to a cooling WD. The code is fast and is found to be stable for a wide range of masses and metallicities of all stellar populations. It is therefore ideally suited for an extensive, self-consistent parameter study that requires the calculation of hundreds of evolution tracks.
The evolution code is based on a fully implicit, non-Lagrangian adaptive-grid numerical scheme that-following Eggleton (1971) , Eggleton (1972) simultaneously solves for structure, mesh and composition. The equation of state is derived from the free energy, a sum of ionic, radiative and electronic (positronic) contributions, together with corrections for pressure ionization (Pols et al. (1995) ), Coulomb interactions and quantum effects. Ionization equilibria for H and He are taken into account, as well as creation of H 2 and electronpositron pairs. Opacities are calculated as a harmonic sum of radiative and conductive opacities, with the radiative ones based on Iglesias & Rogers (1996) OPAL Rosseland mean opacity tables, and on Ferguson et al. (2005) for the low temperatures. Conductive opacities are taken from the Cassisi et al. (2007) tables. For a specified value of Z, a set of 49 opacity tables is created, in which interpolations are performed (cubic Hermite splines).
Nuclear reaction rates are taken from Caughlan & Fowler (1988) (Mihalas (1978) ), with a mixing-length parameter calibrated by a solar model. We should stress here that such a code is not meant for a detailed analysis of isotopic abundances, which require a more extended reactions network and a more detailed treatment of mixing at the boundaries of convective zones (e.g., convective overshoot, or thermohaline mixing) than considered here. For such an analysis, see, e.g., Cassisi et al. (2003 ), or Miller Bertolami et al. (2008 .
The MLR is a more problematic issue. A unique, reliable law-one that would be valid for any stellar configuration and evolutionary stage-is still missing (see e.g. the discussion of RGB mass-loss by Catelan (2009) , and references therein). Instead, mass-loss prescriptions are used, the majority being mostly empirical in nature; a few try to address more specific physical mechanisms that should affect the manner and efficiency by which material is carried away from the star (be it pulsations, molecule/dust-driven winds etc...). Some mass-loss laws are meant to be valid for particular evolutionary phases (e.g. AGB), and some have been constructed for particular stellar configurations (such as specific spectral types). Most mass-loss prescriptions are functions of the basic stellar parameters M , L , R , and are variations of the original formula proposed by Reimers (1975) , which was derived from observations of RGB stars:
, with its η Reim coefficient as a free parameter, usually taken to lie between 0.3 and 3.0.
Despite differences between the various mass-loss laws-variations of the original Reimers's formula-a common aim is to obtain an enhanced wind during advanced stages high up along the AGB. In the present calculations we use Reimers's MLR throughout RGB evolution, adopting varying η Reim values, as will be addressed in detail later on. For the post-HB phases we apply the Blöcker (1995)Ṁ B1 MLR formula (as in Paper 1). It should be noted that since our purpose is to test the occurrence of hot HB stars due to enhanced mass-loss on the RGB, the question as to which mass-loss prescription should be used for the post-RGB phases is less important. However, since we are also interested in identifying the post-HB evolution, whether normal post-AGB or the 'post-early AGB' (P-EAGB)/AGB-manquè-progeny of hotter HB stars (see e.g. Brown et al. (2000) for a description of the possible post-HB evolution classes)-post-HB mass loss is still relevant.
EVOLUTIONARY CALCULATIONS
We perform calculations of complete stellar evolutionary tracks ending with cooling WDs, for various combinations of: initial metallicity -Z, initial He mass fraction -Y , and initial mass -M . For each such (Z, Y, M ) combination we adopt a sequence of increasing values for the mass-loss efficiency parameter η Reim , so as to cover a complete 'spectrum' of evolutionary patterns.
We first focus on the more common Pop. I and II metallicity values, spanning the range Z = 0.001 to 0.02; metallicities covering the extended range Z = 0.0001 to 0.03 will be addressed in §4. The initial He mass fractions-Y -are either taken to be suitable to the adopted Z (see e.g. the relation for Y (X, Z) as proposed by Pols et al. (1998) Brown et al. (2001) ). Although the aim is to test mainly those combinations for which the age at ZAHB is of order of 10 ± 5 Gyr, for completeness, we also consider combinations that yield ages at ZAHB deviating from this range. To clarify, we did not aim to compute sequences that give specific GC ages, which can be done by adjustment of the ZAMS mass per given composition (Z,Y values), but to present the complete set of results that have been obtained for the chosen parameter-space combinations.
The mixing length parameter-α-is taken to be 2.5 for the Pop. I models, according to the solar calibration model, as presented in Paper 1; 2.0 for the Pop. II models, and 2.2 for an intermediate Z = 0.005, as will be mentioned in §4.
We note that for each (Z, Y, M ) combination, different sequences of η Reim values are required to account for all the different evolutionary behaviours. Lowest and highest η Reim values, as well as the span (η R,max − η R,min ) vary from one combination to another. In this context, we would like to point out that there is no meaning in comparing results of different studies for the same η Reim , since results depend on the input physics adopted and also, to some extent, on numerical parameters. Rather, the general spread and trends should be compared as functions of the free parameters -Z, Y and M .
In the description and discussion of the results, we relate to the following four evolutionary patterns (following the categorization suggested by D 'Cruz et al. (1996) ): 2. 'Post-Tip Flasher' -core flash develops only after turning from the tip of RGB ('RGB peel-off') towards higher T ef f ; leading to bluer HB positions.
3. 'WD Flasher' -core flash occurs while already descending along the WD cooling curve; obtained for high η Reim values; leading to the hottest HB positions.
4. 'He-WD' -core does not reach the required conditions for ignition of He and we are left with a He WD; obtained for yet higher η Reim values.
For each series of runs for a given (Z, Y, M ) combination and increasing values of η Reim , we choose four representative ones that cover the four evolutionary patterns mentioned above. These are also the cases indicated in the last column ("Flash") of the tables and displayed (for each combination) in the HRD figures and accompanying tables. (Only for two specific combinations, we show results-in Tables 1 and 3 and the corresponding figure, see §5-for a more 'densely sampled' sequence of η Reim values.)
Within each sequence of the four cases, the first two lower η Reim values-corresponding to 'Tip Flasher' and 'Post-Tip Flasher'-should not be regarded as lower or upper-limiting values, but just as representative ones. However, the η Reim value corresponding to 'WD Flasher' is the maximal one resulting in that outcome, thus an upper limit. This is the value for which the bluest HB position was obtained for the corresponding (Z, Y, M ) combination. The η Reim value corresponding to 'He-WD' is the minimal one for which a He WD was obtained; any higher η Reim value would also lead to a He WD, that is, prevent ignition of He.
Figures. 2-3,6-7 show sequences of four tracks for each (Z, Y, M ) combination. We note that both the MS and HB branches have a width on the HRD, marked as thick red and blue bands, respectively, on all the displayed evolutionary tracks. The beginning and endpoints of the HB-ZAHB and TAHB (Terminal-Age HB), respectively-have to be defined with some care if one wishes to analyze the HB morphology, in comparison with other studies. Still, we must keep in mind that there is some degree of arbitrariness in any such definition. We set the ZAHB when thermal equilibrium is achieved (L = L nuc ) after He ignition. We determine the TAHB by requiring that the central He mass fraction-Y c -be less than 10 −6 and a turnoff in the HR-diagram has begun.
Because the HB has a significant width (in both log L and log T ef f ), we list in the tables the resulting properties for both the beginning and end points of the HB, as have been identified by the above criteria. Properties are also listed for an intermediate point on the HB, where they may be taken to be representative of the HB phase. It should be noted that the treatment of the TAHB following the above criterion is theoretically-based and is less meaningful observationally-wise. The duration of HB stars around the TAHB is short, the evolution speeds up considerably towards the end of the HB, so observationally, very few stars will actually be observed around this phase. The HB widths we present (luminosities, temperatures) are thus likely larger than what is effectively observed.
We define the outer boundary of the core as the outermost point where X < 10 −6 (case a in Figure 1 ). Alternatively, one may mark the core boundary at the point where the hydrogen content has dropped to half its maximum (initial) value (case b in that figure) . Clearly, the core mass will be larger by the latter definition, and the envelope mass, correspondingly smaller. In most cases, the difference between the two definitions is small, of the order of a 1%; however, when the envelope mass becomes very small, of order 10 −3 M or less, different definitions may yield results that diverge by a factor of 2, although they refer to the same model. In our case, since the definition of core mass tends to minimize it, envelope masses may sometimes appear larger when compared to those of other studies.
The green circle on each of the evolutionary tracks marks the position where the core He flash has just begun, with L nuc > 10 5 L . The peak nuclear energy generation rate L nuc,max attained during the thermonuclear runaway (TNR) for all calculations is found to be in the range 1 − 7 × 10 9 L , with L nuc,max decreasing with increasing stellar mass for a given Z, and also decreasing with increasing MLR for each (Z, M ) combination. The time elapsed from the core flash until the ZAHB is of the order of a few 10 6 yr for all parameter combinations and MLRs.
We Figures 2 and 3 display results for sequences of increasing η Reim for the following combinations: (Z, Y ) of (0.001, 0.24) and (0.01, 0.28) and initial masses: 0.80, 0.90, 1.00, 1.10, 1.20 M ; and (Z, Y ) of (0.02, 0.28) and initial masses: 0.90, 1.00, 1.10, 1.20 M (the age at HB for a (Z, M ) = (0.02, 0.80) model is over 20 Gyr). As a more detailed example, we show in Table 1 The monotonic trends are clearly apparent in the table, for the increasing MLRs within each combination, and among different parameter combinations. With increasing MLR, core masses as well as envelope masses at the onset of the core He flash decrease. Within each increasing η Reim sequence, T ef f increases while L decreases in all cases.
On the evolutionary tracks of the models in the HRD, we note a few interesting features. For example, during the post-HB evolution we identify the two commonly recognized behaviours: P-EAGB (leaving the AGB before the TP phase) and 'AGB-manquè' (staying at high temperatures from TAHB throughout the remainder post-HB evolution). In some cases of low η Reim values, for which envelope masses during HB are still high enough, multiple 'last' shell flashes are apparent during post-HB evolution. Like the well-known shell flashes that occur on the AGB, they are caused by the double-shell burning instability. However, the HRD flashes are characterized by horizontal oscillations (large variations in T ef f , whereas the AGB flashes appear as nearly vertical oscillations (meaning almost constant T ef f ). This is due to the significant difference in envelope mass: for the large convective envelopes of AGB stars, the T ef f (L) variation is constrained by the Hayashi forbidden zone, while no such constraint is imposed on the small envelopes of stars undergoing last flashes. Eventually, when the envelope mass has been completely dissipated, whether after a single flash, multiple ones or none, the star settles on the WD cooling curve. Figure 4 shows the effective temperature as function of the envelope mass at the onset of the core He flash, M env , for Z values of 0.001 and 0.02, at given phases of the HB: ZAHB, 'Mid-HB' and TAHB. While there is an obvious monotonic anti-correlation between η Reim and M env , the latter is more appropriate for defining the HB population. We note the difference between Pop. I (Z = 0.02) and Pop. II (Z = 0.001) stars, which is particularly evident at the mid-HB phase, where the function T ef f (M env ) is steeper for Pop. II and higher effective temperatures are attained. This difference become less conspicuous towards the TAHB, where the highest T ef f are attained: -above 35, 000 K for M env 3 × 10 −3 M .
3.2.
Varying He-abundance for fixed metallicity Various GCs show evidence for a large variation in primordial helium abundance, possibly a result of selfenrichment in helium from the material ejected by massive AGB stars of the preceding generation/s (e.g. ). We now examine the consequences of varying He abundances for fixed combinations of (Z, M, η Reim ). For each (Z, M ) combination we choose an η Reim value such that the core He flash takes place at the tip of the RGB for the 'normal' Y (Z) (see §3). Table 2 shows the results for sequences of increasing initial He-abundance for the various (Z, M, η Reim ) combinations, with Z assuming the values: 0.001, 0.018 (solar model) and 0.02. The lowest Y for each sequence is given by 0.20 + 0.04n, where 0 ≤ n ≤ 2 is chosen so that ages at ZAHB are less than 20 Gyr; the highest Y value terminating each sequence is 0.40. Generally, we find that for each (Z, M, η Reim ) combination, T ef f decreases and L increases with increasing Y , at all HB phases. Since a higher He abundance (Y ) also leads to a higher M env (as the model is evolving more quickly on the RGB and thus experiences less mass-loss), this result is consistent with the results of the previous section. Figure 5 shows complete evolutionary tracks for the set of six Y values with solar metallicity (corresponding to the middle section of Table 2 ), where increasing Y does lead to higher T ef f and L during MS evolution. However, for the low values of η Reim considered here, an increase in initial He abundance does not lead to bluer HB stars, in apparent contradiction to the presumed effect observed in GCs, of bluer HB positions for increasing initial He-abundance (e.g. Lee et al. (2005) , § 7.1 in Catelan (2009) and references therein). Only for the lowest value of Y = 0.24 do we obtain a significantly bluer HB, due to the peeling-off of the H-rich envelope by the end of RGB and the development of a delayed core He flash (with M env ≈ 0.02 M ). Since there is no a priori reason for adopting a low value of η Reim , we shall now consider the entire possible range of values.
3.3. Increasing MLR for He-enriched compositions Presented in Table 3 Table 3 .
Our results show that the highest T ef f obtained for each (Z, M ) combination increases with increasing Y and is obtained for the highest value of η Reim adopted for that combination, in agreement with the trend exhibited by GC observations. We may thus conclude that a higher mass loss rate, as implied by a higher η Reim value is more consistent with reality. As an example we mention the hottest EHB stars observed in ω Cen (Moehler et al. (2011) ), where T ef f ∼ 43, 000 K and Y ∼ 0.38. This is excellent agreement with our (Z, Y, M ) = (0.001, 0.36, 0.80) model, with η Reim = 2.0, the highest for that sequence, which yields T ef f = 43, 000 K (at TAHB) for Y = 0.36.
In Figure 8 Kippenhahn diagrams show the evolution of convective regions (top panels) and Y (bottom panels) throughout the star-center to surface-for the (Z, Y, M ) = (0.001, 0.36, 0.90) model, for η Reim = 1.20 (left column) -yielding a normal 'Tip-Flasher' evolution, and η Reim = 3.40 (right column) -leading to a 'WD Flasher' (see corresponding tracks in Figure 6 ). We note that the abscissa is time step number, which is not equivalent to time, since time step lengths vary considerably. The purpose is to amplify phases where changes take place (and time steps are correspondingly shorter). Also marked are the hydrogen and helium peak of the burning regions.
Comparing the results obtained for low and high MLR, we note that in both cases, an extended convective region develops with the violent ignition of He in the core and disappears by the time the star settles on HB. For the low MLR, multiple last shell flashes are clearly apparent during post-HB phase close to the surface, where small convective regions develop during the unstable doubleshell burning. For the high MLR ('WD Flasher'), however, the envelope is too thin to sustain any double-shell burning and post-HB evolution is that of 'AGB-manquè' -continuing to WD cooling. In this case, a more massive He envelope remains on top of the CO core.
HB Durations
As stressed, e.g., by Catelan (2007a) , for a given chemical composition, the bolometric luminosity is roughly constant along the ZAHB. Therefore, they argue, the hotter a star becomes when it reaches the ZAHB, the higher its potential contribution to the population's total UV output. In order to test the significance of hot HB stars and their progeny to the total UV flux emanating from a given stellar population, it is also of importance to examine the durations of the HB phase for the various models. Dorman et al. (1993) have produced in their study a grid of calculations of stellar models-from metal-poor to solar metallicity and above-from ZAHB until some point in the late post-HB or WD cooling track. Based on HB and post-HB lifetimes for EHB models, they conclude that it is the EHB objects (if present in an old stellar population) and their progeny, that will provide largest contribution to the UV flux, due to their longevity at high temperatures, largely exceeding the contribution from normal post-AGB stars. They derive HB lifetimes in the range ∼ 1.20 − 1.50 × 10 8 yr at luminosities of ∼ 10 − 100 L .
We find that within each (Z, M ) sequence, the HB lifetime increases with increasing MLR. Minimal, maximal and average HB lifetimes (out of all combinations, in units of 10 8 yr) are τ 8,min 0.9, τ 8,max 1.7, τ 8,avg 1.3, respectively. For the enriched He abundances, too, we find that within each (Z, Y, M ) sequence, the HB lifetime increases with increasing MLR, but lifetimes are longer for the higher Y . Minimal, maximal and average HB lifetimes (in units of 10 8 yr) are now τ 8,min 0.9, τ 8,max 2.7, τ 8,avg 1.6, respectively.
To summarize, the average HB lifetimes of 1.3 and 1.6 × 10 8 yr (which fall below the corresponding MS lifetimes by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude) are in good agreement with the range of HB durations estimated by Dorman et al. (1993) . We can further conclude that the bluer the position of the HB (higher MLR), the longer the duration of the HB phase, to a significant extent. This trend strengthens the significance of hot EHB stars, members of old stellar populations, as major contributors to the integrated lifetime UV flux. Finally, the post-HB lifetimes obtained in our calculations -from TAHB to the base of the WD cooling track -fall in the range 10 − 40 Myr, again, following the trend that the bluer the HB position, the longer the post-AGB (or either P-EAGB or AGB-manquè) duration.
In Figure 9 we plot HB duration versus envelope mass for four illustrative (Z, Y ) combinations (M = 0.90 M ). We see that the scatter in HB durations is strongly affected by all parameters, including the metallicity and He-abundance, especially at low M env . However, it seems that, in agreement with the conclusions of e.g. Dorman et al. (1994) , it is the envelope mass (and hence the MLR) that affects the HB lifetime most significantly (especially for the He-enriched models), and hence, has the greatest influence on the integrated lifetime UV output.
EXTENDED 'WD FLASHER' RESULTS
So far we have shown results for sequences of increasing MLR, for various (Z, Y, M ) combinations, adopting the more common metallicity values representing populations I & II: from Z = 0.001 at the lower end, to the slightly super-solar value of Z = 0.02 at the high end. A question remains -what type of EHB stars would be produced for metallicities outside this range? Especially, would it be possible to obtain even hotter HB stars for still lower metallicities? Will the trend continue, so that with decreasing Z, bluer EHB stars be produced (for sequences of increasing MLRs)? Catelan (2009) note that the most metal-poor GCs are not necessarily the ones with the bluest observed HBs, and even mention the possibility of a reversal in trend at some critical metallicity around [Fe/H]≈ −1.8.
This has led us to examine additional models for: (1) two additional low-Z values: Z = 10 −4 , and Z = 1.4 × 10 −4 -according to the estimated metallicity of the massive, EHB-rich cluster NGC 2419 (Sandquist & Hess (2008) −4 , so as to collect more results around the MSTO mass of NGC 2419, which -according to our calculationsis around 0.80 − 0.81 M for the estimated age of the cluster -≈ 13 Gyr. Table 5 lists the He-enriched models, adopting two representative initial masses for each metallicity (similarly to Table 3): 0.80 and 0.90 M for 0.0001 ≤ Z ≤ 0.005; 0.90 and 1.00 M for the Pop. I Z's of 0.01 and 0.02; and masses of 1.00 and 1.10 M for the highest Z of 0.03. These choices are guided by the requirement of acceptable ZAHB ages.
We obtain high effective temperatures at TAHB in excess of 40, 000 K for the additional low-Z models and even up to 48, 000 K for some He-enriched combinations, such as, (Z, Y, M ) = (0.0001, 0.40, 0.80), (0.00014, 0.40, 0.80). However, we note that the hottest HB effective temperatures for the lowest-Z models are not surpassing those obtained for the Z = 0.001 models. Based on all the results presented in Tables 4 & 5 , we show in Figure 10 the bluest HB positions-T ef f at TAHB as function of Z-over the complete parameter space, together with quadratic fits to the normal and enhanced He data points. Two trends emerge: (1) the He-enriched models indeed yield significantly hotter HB effective temperatures, with a large spread in the He-enriched T ef f values; (2) there is a peak in T ef f , for both the normal and He-enhanced models, at a Z just below 0.001, indicating a halt or even a possible reversal in trend. We note that although Figure 10 is based on effective temperatures corresponding to the TAHB, a similar trend emerges for the mid-HB temperatures, as listed in Tables 4 and 5 .
Thus, it appears that the trend of HB stars becoming bluer with decreasing metallicity ceases (and even reverses) at some critical low Z, probably around a few 10 −4 . This phenomenon may have a simple explanation. The nuclear luminosity generated within the star is radiated at the surface, determining the surface boundary conditions R and T ef f . Decreasing the metallicity Z results in a decreased opacity and hence a more contracted radius and higher effective temperature. However, as the temperature increases and approaches 40,000 K, the opacity increases again, as a result of helium ionization. This will tend to increase the radius and lower the effective temperature (negative feedback). Figure 11 shows HB positions in the HRD and in the [T ef f , log g] (g = GM/R 2 ) plane obtained for both the normal and He-enriched models. There is no significant difference between positions of Pop. I and Pop. II models, except that it is for the Pop. II (and the He-enriched) ones that the greatest extent blueward is achieved. It is also apparent, especially at the red end of HB, that the He-enriched models are located at slightly higher luminosities for both ZAHB and TAHB bands. A conspicuous gap opens up in the distribution, which is reminiscent of gaps observed in CMDs of GCs.
COMPARISON WITH OBSERVATIONS
The question whether there are gaps between the red HB (RHB) and the BHB within the EHB, or between EHB and 'blue-hook' stars is still open: for example, a division into three groups of the blue HB of NGC 2808 was pointed out by Castellani et al. (2006) , while Catelan (2007b) cast doubts on the existence of real gaps, and suggested instead that there was evidence for 'multimodality' within HB structures (see also discussion in Brown et al. (2001) ). In order to investigate the occurrence of gaps and its source, we have run two sequences of models -(Z, M ) = (0.001, 0.90), Y = 0.24, 0.36 -covering the same range of η Reim , but with denser sampling: intervals of 0.1 or 0.2 throughout. The results presented in Figure 12 show that the gap almost disappears. Figure 12 indicates that the morphology of the HB depends on the MLR (treated here as a free parameter) in a complicated manner; gaps may arise from constraints on the MLR. Based on our resulting HB positions for the normal and He-enriched models, as displayed in Figure 11 (and for the more common Pop. I and II metallicity values, presented in Tables 1 & 3) , we show in Figure 13 cubic fits to the derived ZAHB and TAHB positions in the [T ef f , log g] plane. Superposed are points corresponding to HB stars derived from observations of four galactic GCs, all of which are known to have extensively populated blue HB tails: Moehler et al. (1995) for M15, Moehler et al. (1997a,b) for NGC 6752, and Moehler et al. (2004) for NGC 2808 and ω Cen. Additional data points correspond to a sample of 35 Milky Way field Subdwarf B (sdB) stars (including also some SdOB), all with T ef f in excess of 20, 000 K, according to atmospheric parameters obtained by Lisker et al. (2005) (from the ESO Supernova Ia Progenitor Survey); and also, a sample of 38 sdB stars from Maxted et al. (2001) , based on sdB-classified stars from the Palomar-Green catalogue (of UV-excess stellar objects).
The HB region obtained from our results, extending between the ZAHB and TAHB bands, does cover most of the observed HB positions. The majority of the outliers -the stars lying above the TAHB curve -are specifically mentioned as probable EHB progeny; e.g. the three stars of NGC 6752 that lie above the TAHB at T ef f > 30, 000 are noted in the dataset as being Post-EHB; the field-sdB outlier at (T ef f , log g) = (3.28 × 10 4 , 5.12), for instance, may well be considered a SdOB-class member: a hot subdwarf no longer burning helium in the core.
SdBs (and SdOBs) have long been identified with the bluest of the EHB stars and are regarded as the field analogues of the hot HB stars residing in clusters (see e.g. the review by Heber (2008) ). The hotter and more luminous sisters of SdBs are the (pre-WD/AGBmanquè) SdO stars, consisting of He-dominated atmospheres; these may also be related to a more rare ('peculiar') class of blue HB stars, the 'blue hook' stars (BHk), which are detected at the very hot end of the HB in CMDs of mainly far-UV (see Busso et al. (2007) regarding NGC 6441 and NGC 6388, and also Dieball et al. (2009) who discuss possible mechanisms for the production of BHk stars in GCs, by examining whether or not clear correlations exist between BHk populations and properties of their host clusters).
When we compare the results of evolutionary calculations with observations, with the question in mind of how blue may EHB stars get, the occurrence of a high T ef f by itself is not sufficient. The high T ef f must be maintained for a sufficient length of time for stars to be detected in this phase. Thus the relevant question is somewhat different: How blue can observable EHBs get? Since T ef f does not remain constant during EHB evolution, but rather changes continually, although at very different rates at various stages, the answer to this question is not straightforward.
In Table 6 we present effective temperatures at TAHB alongside the maximal post-HB T ef f for sequences of increasing MLRs for four representative (M, Z, Y ) combinations (shown in Tables 1 & 3) . Passing from Tip, through Post-tip, till WD Flasher (for each (Z, Y, M ) combination), we note that although the maximal post-HB T ef f decreases, the duration around the maximal temperature (defined as the time interval for being within 1% below the peak value) significantly increases. Thus, although for the WD Flashers the maximal post-HB temperatures are lower (than for the Tip or Post-tip flashers), the time that is spent around the maximal T ef f is longer, with the consequent influence of this on the observed EHB frequency and contribution to the integrated UV flux. With respect to the latter, the bluest obtained HB/post-HB positions can be considered as somewhere in between the TAHB T ef f and maximal post-HB T ef f of the WD Flasher models.
In order to further answer the question of the frequency of EHB stars and their potential contribution to the UV output, we show in Figure 14 data points along full evolutionary (13 Gyr) tracks in the HRD at fixed time intervals. Thus long phases of evolution will result in a large number of points, while fleeting episodes will barely leave their marks. The overcrowding of points at high T ef f is conspicuous, meaning that stars spend relatively long periods of time in this region of the HRD, and thus at any given time this region of the diagram should be more densely populated. This is particularly noteworthy in view of the complete lack of stars in this region for the reference case. Clearly, η Reim must exceed some limiting value for a HB to be produced at all, and certainly for an EHB to appear; for the latter, He-enhancement is probably required as well.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The aim of the current study is to re-examine the production and subsequent evolution of HB and EHB stars, showing the diversity that can be obtained for given inputs. A wide range of parameter combinations is examined in a self-consistent manner, that is, based on the same input physics, using a code that robustly follows full evolutionary sequences.
The HB appears mainly as a sequence in T ef f , but as emphasized by e.g. Brown et al. (2001) , it is also, and primarily, a sequence in M env , so that large envelope masses occupy the RHB while small ones occupy the EHB; this, in turn, is a result of mass-loss during the preceding RGB phase. Thus, the mass loss rate is a crucial parameter. The diversity of morphological differences among HBs of GCs can be accounted for by changes in metallicity, another parameter, but not entirely. Thus, two leading factors ('second parameter' candidates) have been suggested for producing the observed features, such as the varying blue tails and EHB stars: the He abundance and (again) the mass loss rate on the RGB. Whereas in some clusters there is strong evidence for the existence of multiple populations among the MS stars or red giants, thus providing the grounds for considering the He self-enrichment scenario, others, such as NGC 2419, do not show such a feature, and the question remains whether the dominant mechanism for producing hot HB stars is that involving higher mass-loss rates on first giant branch, and if so, how does this relate to the dynamical characteristics and history of the host cluster.
Therefore, the parameters considered here besides the mass, are Z, Y and η Reim and the parameter space spans combinations of (Z, Y, M, η Reim ) such that:
1. High and low metallicity populations were simulated -0.001 ≤ Z ≤ 0.02, extending the range to 0.0001 ≤ Z ≤ 0.03 in some cases.
2. The initial helium abundance is either 'normal' for the corresponding Z, or enhanced up to Y = 0.40.
3. Initial masses are around and slightly above typical GCs MSTO masses, 0.80 to 1.20 M .
Values of η
Reim on the RGB are such that, depending on the (Z, Y, M ) combination, a complete spectrum of evolutionary patterns is obtained.
Our main conclusion is that for most combinations of (Z, Y, M ), all the different patterns of behaviour are obtained within a reasonable range of η Reim values, from core He flash at the tip of the RGB to a core flash taking place while already on the WD cooling curve. The HB positions of all our (Z, Y, M, η Reim ) sequences form a wide band in the HRD, overlapping the extent of the observed HB for T ef f ranging from ∼ 5, 000 to ∼ 50, 000 K (see Figure 11) . The resulting HB region in the [T ef f , log g] plane covers the region obtained from observations (based on four galactic GCs and tens of field sdB stars).
We find that for a given (Z, Y ) combination, increasing η Reim values are required with increasing mass (M ) for deriving Post-Tip and WD Flashers (within the normal Y models -up to a maximum value of η Reim = 4.4 for (Z, Y, M ) = (0.001, 0.24, 1.20)), while for a given M , decreasing η Reim values are required within combinations of increasing (Z, Y ) (down to a minimum value of η Reim = 0.8 for (Z, Y, M ) = (0.02, 0.28, 0.90)). Thus, for the metal-richer, lower-mass stars of our sample, smaller values of η Reim , as well as a narrower range, are required for obtaining the complete spectrum of behaviour. By contrast, for the metal-poorer, higher-mass stars, higher η Reim values, spanning a wider range, are required for the same purpose.
Average lifetimes on the HB are 1.3 and 1.6 × 10 8 yr for the normal Y and He-enriched models, respectively; maximal HB durations are in excess of 2×10 8 yr; The HB lifetime increases within each increasing η Reim sequence by factors ranging between ∼ 1.5 and approaching 3.0; thus, the bluer the position on the HB, the longer the HB lifetime.
A significant fraction of HB stars may be EHB stars, situated blueward of the instability strip at the extreme end of the HB in the HRD, for example (see Sandquist & Hess (2008) and references therein):
38% for the massive halo GC -NGC 2419; around 30% or more for ω Cen (D'Cruz et al. (2000)); around 15% for M54 (NGC 6715); ∼ 12% for NGC 2808. It should be noted that for all these GCs, masses have been estimated to be in excess of 10 6 M (see e.g. compilation of Pryor & Meylan (1993) ); therefore one may argue that it is especially for massive GCs that the population of EHB stars becomes significant.
It should also be noted that in many cases there is a high probability that positions on CMDs of EHB stars (and even more so, of BHk stars) may overlap the domains occupied by another unique group of stars, that of Blue Stragglers -commonly referred to as 'rejuvenated' MS stars, lying at brighter and bluer positions than the MSTO on CMDs of star clusters (see, for example, Piotto et al. (2002), displaying CMDs of GCs as observed with the HST/WFPC2, and also the optical+UV CMDs of NGC 6441 and NGC 6388 as presented by Busso et al. (2007) ). Nevertheless, the two populations have different origins and for both, there is considerable ambiguity concerning the production mechanisms within the constraints imposed by observations. Maxted et al. (2001) find in a survey based on field populations that about two thirds of all EHB stars are shortperiod binaries and conclude that this provides strong evidence for binary star evolution to play a crucial role in the formation of the majority of EHB stars. It may well be that the enhanced mass loss rate required to produce EHB stars is a result of binary interaction, such as a common envelope phase (see also, e.g., Geier et al. (2010) ; Schaffenroth et al. (2015) , regarding sdB's binarity). On the other hand, examination of EHB stars in galactic GCs revealed a clear lack of close binaries (Moni Bidin et al. (2006, 2008, 2015) ); the binary fraction being significantly lower (in cases almost vanishing) compared with the fraction amongst the field hot subdwarfs counterparts. A relation between binary fraction and cluster age may provide a possible solution to this difference, if the binary fraction is found to decrease with increasing age of the stellar population (Moni Bidin et al. (2008) ; Han (2008) ). It seems, however, that there may be differences between evolutionary paths leading to EHBs within field and cluster populations.
Our main conclusions regarding EHB stars are as follows:
• For both high and low metallicities, it is possible to produce EHB stars by increasing the amount of mass that is lost on the RGB.
• Envelope masses (at core He flash) below 0.01 M all yield T ef f in excess of 20, 000 K at ZAHB, and in excess of 30, 000 K at TAHB; the Pop. II (Z = 0.001) models attaining higher T ef f values as function of M env .
• The highest T ef f 48, 000 K (at TAHB) was obtained in our calculations for He-enriched Pop. II models.
• Increasing Y for fixed (Z, M ) combinations produces bluer HB positions for the highest value of the η Reim range corresponding to each combination.
• The longest HB lifetimes, in excess of 2.3 × 10 8 yr, are all obtained for the He-enriched models, which also attain the highest effective temperatures on the HB, T ef f @T AHB 40, 000 K. This trend strengthens the significance of EHB stars as major contributors to the total UV output emanating from their host system.
• While T ef f increases with decreasing Z down to just below 10 −3 , a halt or even a slight reversal in trend occurs as Z decreases further towards 10 −4 .
In summary, it seems that the combined effect of He self-enrichment and enhanced mass-loss on the RGB is required for producing the hottest HB stars. As shown in Table 2 , none of the sequences of increasing He abundances manage to produce EHB stars when adopting mass-loss rates that are on the low-ish end. This conclusion is confirmed by other studies: regarding the production of the hottest HB stars in ω Cen, Moehler et al. (2007) conclude that, whereas He-enhancement is not ruled out, "additional processes are required", with strong support for the late hot flasher scenario. Similarly, Busso et al. (2007) conclude that both high mass-loss efficiency on RGB, and a He-spread of up to Y ≈ 0.40, are required for explaining the extended HB and BHk populations in the metal-rich clusters NGC 6388 and 6441. Our theoretical study shows that Pop. II stars are more apt to yield the bluest HB positions. Thus, it is the metal-poorer clusters that may have a higher potential for producing the bluemost-extending EHB populations. This, however, leads to a puzzle: adopting the hot He flash scenario as a major channel for production of EHB stars, a scenario that relies on enhanced mass-loss on the RGB, how do we reconcile the requirements of low-Z and enhanced mass loss (given that low-Z is usually associated with a lower rate of mass-loss)?
Therefore, the key problem that remains to be solved is finding the mass-loss laws or mechanisms, as a function of the leading characteristics -stellar mass and composition, be it the result of the wind of a single star, binary evolution (Castellani et al. (2006) ), interactions with planets or envelope stripping due to collisions in a dense stellar environment. Only then shall we be able to identify among the grid of models presented in this study those that are most compatible with physical reality.
This work was supported in part by the Israeli Science Foundation grant 388/07. (table 5) . Solid and dashed lines are quadratic fits to the normal-Y and He-enriched data points, respectively; displaying a peak at Z 8.1 × 10 −4 for the normal-Y, and at Z 5.9 × 10 −4 for the He-enriched models. Lisker et al. (2005) ; plus signs are a sample of sdBs obtained from Maxted et al. (2001) (see text) . Solid line is a cubic fit to our derived ZAHB of both 'normal' and He-enriched models, Pops. I & II ( figure 11) . Similarly, the dashed line is a fit to our TAHB; the dotted section at high (log g, T ef f ) marks the contribution of only the He-enriched models. 
